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In class or in practice, whenever you need A & P information quickly, turn to this handy,

easy-to-understand pocket guide. Crystal-clear, full-color illustrations with concise labels put all the

need-to-know A&P information at your fingertips. Whether youâ€™re looking for a cross section of

the spinal cord or lateral view of the arteries of the head and neck, or any other perspective on the

human body, youâ€™ll find it here.Completely revised, the 2nd Edition offers more physiology

content and new coverage of embryology, blood components, tissues, and the integumentary

system.Â What students and clinicians are saying:â€œThis book really helps me on the job and the

illustrations are easy to follow!â€•â€“  Customer, .comâ€œThis thing is a lifesaver! It captures the

important details and summarizes it for easy comprehension. The images are very detailed and the

quality is fantastic. It is worth every penny.â€•â€“ Veena, .comâ€œFor all students or clinicians or

otherwise who want a quick, clear, and easily accessible anatomy picture book look no further.â€•â€“ 

Customer, .comâ€œI am officially addicted to this pocket guide. This guide was recommended by

my A&P professor and I am learning better with this pocket guide then I was with our text book. The

illustrations are amazing and the entire pocket guide is clear cut and straight to the point. If you are

going thru A&P or in the medical field and need to brush up on A&P then this is the pocket guide for

you. It is also handy with it being a pocket guide with being able to pull it out anywhere instead of

carrying a full size text book with you.â€•â€“  Customer, .comâ€œExcellent small and handy

reference guide. Easy to use and appropriate for patient education as well. Clear and concise

guide.â€•â€“  Customer, .comâ€œGreat little book that I can keep in my backpack . It makes it easy to

study or review any time at all.â€•â€“ Jerri Foley, .com
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This book is a must for anyone who's taking Anatomy or Physiology. This book has been a very

useful studying tool and I wish I would have purchased this book much sooner.

This is a very well thought out reference aid. First the size makes this invaluable to anyone studying

anatomy. It's inconvenient to lug around those heavy heavy texts, and this way you can study and

memorize the diagrams wherever you are. Anatomy takes a lot of time in memory and repetition in

looking at diagrams.It's printed on waxy sturdy paper so it will take a beating.It's well organized &

color coded into systems, much the way your textbook probably is.And the diagrams are beautifully

illustrated- they tend to match the quality found in standard anatomy texts (I used Martini's text).the

print can get small, especially in the crowded muscles section, but it's clearly labelled. Invaluable

purchase and will be useful in your future clinical practice.Especially now it's on sale, do buy one!

That's what I really want. I just love this book it covers whole big book in small version book I can't

describe how much it is helping me to study for my bio class. It arrived on time and I surely would

recommend this book to my friends.

Great illustrations, so realistic. Can carry in my pocket or easy to carry in my knapsack. Many

angles of the same anatomical part and great to show patients exactly where they have a problem

(muscles, joints). Perfect for anyone who wants to review A & P.

I highly recommend this book if you are the one that is constantly commuting or traveling. I'm a

college student and I commute from home to school and to work almost everyday so I don't have

time to carry a big heavy textbook around and read it. This book is one the best investment I made

for a anatomy course I'm taking and a EMT course. I would just skim through the book when I'm on

the train/bus. Everything is highly detailed. Like there's one section of the books for the vascular

system, the muscle system, specific bones. I love love love this book. It's pocket size so you can put

it in your jacket or book bag without any hassle.

This book really helps me on the job and the illustrations are easy to follow! The size is great



because it doesn't take up much room. I highly recommend this book for a student or to use on the

job as I am a medical coder and it's a great reference!

Great little guide when out and about. Beats having to lug around my HUGE amy book....can study

whenever and wherever( i.e. at Disneyland while waiting in line, I take this little gem out and

study)....the pictures are exactly like my school textbook; written in detail and shown in different

views ( Posterior, Anterior, dorsal, etc....) which is great considering some teachers like you to know

ALL views not just one.... spiral bound on tough paper that does not rip and can highlight ( Does

smudge a bit, learned through trial and error)Would have gave it a 5 but it does smear a bit... All in

all I highly recommend to avid health majors or anyone interested in the human body.

I actually received this item quickly. The booklet is thick but still easy to carry anywhere to study.

The images are good and they give a brief introduction of terms st the beginning of each system.

Clearly labelled. So far Im happy with this product.
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